
Yarn Tassel

Supplies
Yarn
Scissors
Cardboard cut to 7” x 7”
Tassel Finished Size:  6” Long

Directions:

Wrap Cardboard
Start with yarn tail hanging 2” below bottom center edge of cardboard.
Loosely wrap working yarn up and around cardboard 75 times.
End with working yarn hanging down next to the first yarn tail 2” below bottom center edge of 
cardboard.  
Cut working yarn even with first yarn tail.  

Tie Top Of Tassel



Cut a piece of yarn 25” long.
Pull the piece of yarn between the cardboard and yarn.  
Ease the piece of yarn up to the top edge of the cardboard, and tie a double knot tightly around the yarn
at the top of the cardboard.  This will be the top of your tassel.  
Carefully remove tassel from cardboard, keeping the tassel’s knot at the top.  
Let the piece of yarn’s tails yarn hang down and become  part of the tassel. 
Your tassel should be a circle of wrapped yarn, secured at the top by a knot, as shown in the photo 
above.

Tassel Wraps
Lay tassel on a flat surface, with the knot at the top.
Cut two pieces of yarn 30” long.  
Working 1” below the top of your tassel, tightly wrap the first cut piece of yarn around the tassel and tie
securely with a double knot.  Then wrap the two tails around the tassel two times, wrapping in opposite
directions while keeping the two tails neatly parallel and not letting them cross over one another.  Tie 
the tails in a secure knot at the back of your tassel and smooth the ends to become part of your tassel.
Working 1” below the first tassel wrap, do the same thing with the second tassel wrap.

Cut Tassel Fringe
Lay your tassel on a flat surface.
Use scissors to pull the bottom loops of yarn straight and taught.  
Cut in a straight line along the taught yarn fold line to create an even fringe.

Notes For Various Yarns
Sport/Aran/Thin Yarns – Wrap 120 times
Worsted Yarn -  Wrap 70 to 75 times
Bulky Weight Yarn - Wrap 10 times
Super Buiky Yarn   -  Wrap  8 times


